
 Do not pick any plants or fruits, do not disturb the animals 
» only take views of plants and animals away in your he-
arts. 

 Camping, bivouacking and starting fires on the NP territo-
ry are forbidden » every civilised visitor knows that he is 
only a guest in the nature of the NP. Only the animals and 
plants have the right of residence here. Therefore, please 
respect their natural environment, which is endangered 
by our civilisation. 

We request that visitors to Podyjí NP accept the restric-
tions arising from the visitor regulations as their small 
sacrifice, in order to protect the wonderful nature in 
Podyjí.

We thank you and wish you many unforgettable experiences 
in the landscape of the two national parks. 
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Podyjí National Park Administration
Na Vyhlídce 5, 669 01 Znojmo
tel.: +420 515 226 722, e-mail: info@nppodyji.cz
www.nppodyji.cz

Podyjí National Park Visitor Centre
Čížov 176, 671 02 Šumná
tel.: +420 515 291 630, e-mail: infocentrum@nppodyji.cz

Nationalpark Thayatal
Nationalparkhaus,  A-2082 Hardegg
tel.: +43 2949 7005, e-mail: office@np-thayatal.at
www.np-thayatal.at
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Walking routes in Podyjí/Thayatal National Park

13  Podyjí National Park Administration Visitor´s Centre in Čížov
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16 Hungarian Iris
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Information System  

You will find 26 wooden information panels of the Terrain 
Information System at the most interesting localities in the 
NP. Further information can be obtained at the Podyjí NP Vi-
sitor’s Centre in Čížov and the Thayatal NP Nationalparkhaus 
on the edge of the forest by the road leading to Hardegg.  

Nature Protection  
and Visitor Regulations 

In order to protect the nature in the NP, visitors must accept 
certain rules of behaviour, which are set out in the visitor re-
gulations. The following limitations are enforced in the who-
le of Podyjí NP:
 Walking in the Podyjí NP First Zone is only permitted on 

marked hiking trails » directed visitor movement is an 
agreement, which helps to protect nature.    

 Hiking trails are marked in red, blue, green or yellow on 
a white background » do not walk on marked cycling trails 
for your own personal safety.  

 Behave in a quiet and considerate manner » only then will 
you have the chance to see shy animals and birds.

 Do not leave litter » please take your waste with you and 
dispose of it in designated places. 
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4   Autumnal colours surround the Nový Hrádek castle ruins
5   The medieval Šobes vineyard

6   The small town of Hardegg is dominated by its massive   
 castle
7   Stone weir by the former Papírna mill

8   Baroque statue of St. Anthony of Padua near Popice
9   Stop awhile at the pavilion at the Králův stolec vantage   
 point 

Visitor Safety 

The territory of Podyjí NP contains a dense network of signs 
with the caption „Pomoc v nouzi” (Help in Difficulty), with 
phone numbers for the emergency services. If you get into 
difficulty, the Ambulance Service, Police or Fire Brigade can 
find you at these help points.   

Border Crossings  
and the Schengen Area  

In Podyjí NP the Dyje river forms the state border for a distan-
ce of 25 km. The river may only be crossed by the border 
bridge between Čížov and Hardegg. Both sides of the river 
lay in the First Zones of Podyjí/Thayatal NP. In order to pro-
tect the nature it is forbidden to leave the marked tourist 
trails. The border of Podyjí NP First Zone is marked by two 
red stripes or by informative signs.
 Walkers and cyclists may also cross the state border in the 
Podyjí NP Buffer Zone on the Hnanice – Heiliger Stein and 
Podmyče – Felling marked trails and the border crossing on 
the Hnanice – Mitterretzbach road.

   

Roman Havelka Trail (32 km, Difficulty 3) 

Znojmo • Kraví hora • Havraníky • Devět mlýnů • Šobes • Žleb-
ský potok • Lukov • Čížov • Ledové sluje • Vranov n/D  

This trail named after the painter Roman Havelka passes 
through the NP from end to end. It is ideal for tourists who 
want to gain a general impression of Podyjí NP. 

Dyje Valley Trail (33 km, Difficulty 3) 

Čížov • Hardegg • Dyje valley • Einsiedler • Umlauf • Kaja 
stream valley • Kaja Castle • Hofern • Military Cemetery • 
Windmill • Retz • Oberretzbach • Heiliger Stein • Hnanice 

The trail starts and finishes on the Czech side, but the majo-
rity of the route passes through the Austrian part of Podyjí. 
You will walk through the river valley below Hardegg and 
cross the Umlauf meander. You can visit Kaja Castle, a wind-
mill and the Medieval town of Retz. At the end of your wan-
dering, you will pass through extensive vineyards. You can 
take a rest at Heiliger Stein (Holy Stone) or the pilgrimage 
village of Hnanice. 
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Western Circular Trail (19 km, Difficulty 3)

Lesná • Čížovský rybník Pond • Čížov • Na Keplech • Hardegg-
ská vyhlídka Vantage Point • Hardegg • Reginafelsen • Max-
plateau • Čížov • Pašerácká stezka (Smuggler’s Path) • Obelisk 
at Ledové sluje (Ice Caves) • Vranovská brána • Lusthaus Hun-
ting Lodge • Lesná  

Circular trail with demanding ascents, which presents the 
wild landscape of the western part of Podyjí NP. On your hike 
you will visit the small town of Hardegg with its attractive 
vantage points, as well as the Smuggler’s Path winding high 
above the deep Dyje valley.  

Jaroslav Krejčí Trail (10 km, Difficulty 2)

Popice • Havraníky • heathlands • Judex Mill • Papírna (Pa-
permill) • Dyje valley • Nová cesta (New Trail) • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice

This trail will introduce you to both faces of the eastern part 
of the NP. Visit the sun-baked Havraníky Heathland and the 
shady valley of the Dyje river downstream of Devět mlýnů.    

1 A friendly meeting with the Dyje river

1 5

Trip to Nový Hrádek Castle  
(8 km, Difficulty 1) 

Podmolí • Žlebský rybník Pond • Příčky • Nový Hrádek Cast- 
le • Lukov  

This trail will take you into the central part of Podyjí NP, into 
deep forests, where you will find this Medieval ruin with bre-
athtaking views into the Dyje valley where it flows around 
the Ostroh and Umlauf meanders.

Eastern Circular Trail (28km, Difficulty 3) 
Znojmo • Hradiště • Králův stolec Vantage Point • Andělský 
mlýn Mill • former Mašovice Shooting Range • Nivky • Šobes • 
Devět mlýnů • Papírna (Papermill) • Dyje valley • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice • Kraví hora • Znojmo

Full-day trip offering walkers all aspects of the nature in the 
eastern part of Podyjí NP. 

10  Help in Difficulty sign
11 The NP border is marked by signs with the Czech coat of arms
12 The First Zone is marked by red stripes and informative signs
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Dear Visitors,
Let’s set out together on our journey to Podyjí! The deep val-
ley of the elegantly meandering Dyje river, which has patient-
ly carved down into the hard crystalline rocks over thousands 
of years, awaits your visit. In the rhythm of its meanders, the 
valley turns towards all compass points and forms a varied 
mosaic of biotopes – from sub-montane forests to forest 
steppe and thermophilous oakwoods. 
 You will travel through a landscape where you will experi-
ence feelings of harmony with nature and the touch of peace 
and tranquillity. Maybe you will reach the landscape of your 
soul, as walking and solitude can help you to find your inner 
self. In this leaflet we offer you the most interesting walking 
routes in the Podyjí/Thayatal National Parks. Although Pody-
jí is the smallest national park in the Czech Republic, it has 
plenty to offer. There are 76 km of walking trails on the Czech 
side and 21 km on the Austrian side. 
 The trails are designed to allow tourists to experience the 
nature in this bilateral protected area on the Dyje river, but 
also pleasant cultural landscapes, historical monuments, 
picturesque towns and villages in the borderlands of Zno-
jemsko and Retzerland. 
 Every trail is marked with its name, length and level of dif-
ficulty. Difficulty 1 trails are suitable for seniors and families 
with small children; Difficulty 2 indicates half-day walks of 
medium difficulty; Difficulty 3 trails are demanding trails for 
tourists who want to spend all day in Podyjí.  
 This publication does not intend to, and cannot replace 
a quality tourist map or guidebook, which more demanding 
tourists can also buy. 
 We wish you luck in choosing your trail, beautiful weather, 
a pleasant stay in the national park and a safe return. 

Charles Sealsfield Trail (13 km, Difficulty 2)

Znojmo • Znojmo Reservoir • Trauznitz Valley • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice • Konice • Kraví hora Heath-
land • Znojmo   

This reopened trail above Znojmo Reservoir takes you to the 
popular vantage point high above the Dyje river. The return 
journey leads across the Kraví hora Heath with its panoramic 
views of Znojmo’s Medieval silhouette.   

Králův stolec Circular Trail  
(10 km, Difficulty 1)

Znojmo • Hradiště • Králův stolec Vantage Point • Kočičí údo-
lí • Vlčí jáma • Hradiště Terraces • Hradiště • Znojmo     

This popular half-day walk to the Králův stolec Vantage Po-
int, which was built in 1922 above the flooded Trauznitz Mill, 
the ground plan of which can still be seen today when the 
water level is low. 
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4   Autumnal colours surround the Nový Hrádek castle ruins
5   The medieval Šobes vineyard

6   The small town of Hardegg is dominated by its massive   
 castle
7   Stone weir by the former Papírna mill

8   Baroque statue of St. Anthony of Padua near Popice
9   Stop awhile at the pavilion at the Králův stolec vantage   
 point 

Visitor Safety 

The territory of Podyjí NP contains a dense network of signs 
with the caption „Pomoc v nouzi” (Help in Difficulty), with 
phone numbers for the emergency services. If you get into 
difficulty, the Ambulance Service, Police or Fire Brigade can 
find you at these help points.   

Border Crossings  
and the Schengen Area  

In Podyjí NP the Dyje river forms the state border for a distan-
ce of 25 km. The river may only be crossed by the border 
bridge between Čížov and Hardegg. Both sides of the river 
lay in the First Zones of Podyjí/Thayatal NP. In order to pro-
tect the nature it is forbidden to leave the marked tourist 
trails. The border of Podyjí NP First Zone is marked by two 
red stripes or by informative signs.
 Walkers and cyclists may also cross the state border in the 
Podyjí NP Buffer Zone on the Hnanice – Heiliger Stein and 
Podmyče – Felling marked trails and the border crossing on 
the Hnanice – Mitterretzbach road.

   

Roman Havelka Trail (32 km, Difficulty 3) 

Znojmo • Kraví hora • Havraníky • Devět mlýnů • Šobes • Žleb-
ský potok • Lukov • Čížov • Ledové sluje • Vranov n/D  

This trail named after the painter Roman Havelka passes 
through the NP from end to end. It is ideal for tourists who 
want to gain a general impression of Podyjí NP. 

Dyje Valley Trail (33 km, Difficulty 3) 

Čížov • Hardegg • Dyje valley • Einsiedler • Umlauf • Kaja 
stream valley • Kaja Castle • Hofern • Military Cemetery • 
Windmill • Retz • Oberretzbach • Heiliger Stein • Hnanice 

The trail starts and finishes on the Czech side, but the majo-
rity of the route passes through the Austrian part of Podyjí. 
You will walk through the river valley below Hardegg and 
cross the Umlauf meander. You can visit Kaja Castle, a wind-
mill and the Medieval town of Retz. At the end of your wan-
dering, you will pass through extensive vineyards. You can 
take a rest at Heiliger Stein (Holy Stone) or the pilgrimage 
village of Hnanice. 
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Western Circular Trail (19 km, Difficulty 3)

Lesná • Čížovský rybník Pond • Čížov • Na Keplech • Hardegg-
ská vyhlídka Vantage Point • Hardegg • Reginafelsen • Max-
plateau • Čížov • Pašerácká stezka (Smuggler’s Path) • Obelisk 
at Ledové sluje (Ice Caves) • Vranovská brána • Lusthaus Hun-
ting Lodge • Lesná  

Circular trail with demanding ascents, which presents the 
wild landscape of the western part of Podyjí NP. On your hike 
you will visit the small town of Hardegg with its attractive 
vantage points, as well as the Smuggler’s Path winding high 
above the deep Dyje valley.  

Jaroslav Krejčí Trail (10 km, Difficulty 2)

Popice • Havraníky • heathlands • Judex Mill • Papírna (Pa-
permill) • Dyje valley • Nová cesta (New Trail) • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice

This trail will introduce you to both faces of the eastern part 
of the NP. Visit the sun-baked Havraníky Heathland and the 
shady valley of the Dyje river downstream of Devět mlýnů.    

1 A friendly meeting with the Dyje river

1 5

Trip to Nový Hrádek Castle  
(8 km, Difficulty 1) 

Podmolí • Žlebský rybník Pond • Příčky • Nový Hrádek Cast- 
le • Lukov  

This trail will take you into the central part of Podyjí NP, into 
deep forests, where you will find this Medieval ruin with bre-
athtaking views into the Dyje valley where it flows around 
the Ostroh and Umlauf meanders.

Eastern Circular Trail (28km, Difficulty 3) 
Znojmo • Hradiště • Králův stolec Vantage Point • Andělský 
mlýn Mill • former Mašovice Shooting Range • Nivky • Šobes • 
Devět mlýnů • Papírna (Papermill) • Dyje valley • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice • Kraví hora • Znojmo

Full-day trip offering walkers all aspects of the nature in the 
eastern part of Podyjí NP. 

10  Help in Difficulty sign
11 The NP border is marked by signs with the Czech coat of arms
12 The First Zone is marked by red stripes and informative signs
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Dear Visitors,
Let’s set out together on our journey to Podyjí! The deep val-
ley of the elegantly meandering Dyje river, which has patient-
ly carved down into the hard crystalline rocks over thousands 
of years, awaits your visit. In the rhythm of its meanders, the 
valley turns towards all compass points and forms a varied 
mosaic of biotopes – from sub-montane forests to forest 
steppe and thermophilous oakwoods. 
 You will travel through a landscape where you will experi-
ence feelings of harmony with nature and the touch of peace 
and tranquillity. Maybe you will reach the landscape of your 
soul, as walking and solitude can help you to find your inner 
self. In this leaflet we offer you the most interesting walking 
routes in the Podyjí/Thayatal National Parks. Although Pody-
jí is the smallest national park in the Czech Republic, it has 
plenty to offer. There are 76 km of walking trails on the Czech 
side and 21 km on the Austrian side. 
 The trails are designed to allow tourists to experience the 
nature in this bilateral protected area on the Dyje river, but 
also pleasant cultural landscapes, historical monuments, 
picturesque towns and villages in the borderlands of Zno-
jemsko and Retzerland. 
 Every trail is marked with its name, length and level of dif-
ficulty. Difficulty 1 trails are suitable for seniors and families 
with small children; Difficulty 2 indicates half-day walks of 
medium difficulty; Difficulty 3 trails are demanding trails for 
tourists who want to spend all day in Podyjí.  
 This publication does not intend to, and cannot replace 
a quality tourist map or guidebook, which more demanding 
tourists can also buy. 
 We wish you luck in choosing your trail, beautiful weather, 
a pleasant stay in the national park and a safe return. 

Charles Sealsfield Trail (13 km, Difficulty 2)

Znojmo • Znojmo Reservoir • Trauznitz Valley • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice • Konice • Kraví hora Heath-
land • Znojmo   

This reopened trail above Znojmo Reservoir takes you to the 
popular vantage point high above the Dyje river. The return 
journey leads across the Kraví hora Heath with its panoramic 
views of Znojmo’s Medieval silhouette.   

Králův stolec Circular Trail  
(10 km, Difficulty 1)

Znojmo • Hradiště • Králův stolec Vantage Point • Kočičí údo-
lí • Vlčí jáma • Hradiště Terraces • Hradiště • Znojmo     

This popular half-day walk to the Králův stolec Vantage Po-
int, which was built in 1922 above the flooded Trauznitz Mill, 
the ground plan of which can still be seen today when the 
water level is low. 
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4   Autumnal colours surround the Nový Hrádek castle ruins
5   The medieval Šobes vineyard

6   The small town of Hardegg is dominated by its massive   
 castle
7   Stone weir by the former Papírna mill

8   Baroque statue of St. Anthony of Padua near Popice
9   Stop awhile at the pavilion at the Králův stolec vantage   
 point 

Visitor Safety 

The territory of Podyjí NP contains a dense network of signs 
with the caption „Pomoc v nouzi” (Help in Difficulty), with 
phone numbers for the emergency services. If you get into 
difficulty, the Ambulance Service, Police or Fire Brigade can 
find you at these help points.   

Border Crossings  
and the Schengen Area  

In Podyjí NP the Dyje river forms the state border for a distan-
ce of 25 km. The river may only be crossed by the border 
bridge between Čížov and Hardegg. Both sides of the river 
lay in the First Zones of Podyjí/Thayatal NP. In order to pro-
tect the nature it is forbidden to leave the marked tourist 
trails. The border of Podyjí NP First Zone is marked by two 
red stripes or by informative signs.
 Walkers and cyclists may also cross the state border in the 
Podyjí NP Buffer Zone on the Hnanice – Heiliger Stein and 
Podmyče – Felling marked trails and the border crossing on 
the Hnanice – Mitterretzbach road.

   

Roman Havelka Trail (32 km, Difficulty 3) 

Znojmo • Kraví hora • Havraníky • Devět mlýnů • Šobes • Žleb-
ský potok • Lukov • Čížov • Ledové sluje • Vranov n/D  

This trail named after the painter Roman Havelka passes 
through the NP from end to end. It is ideal for tourists who 
want to gain a general impression of Podyjí NP. 

Dyje Valley Trail (33 km, Difficulty 3) 

Čížov • Hardegg • Dyje valley • Einsiedler • Umlauf • Kaja 
stream valley • Kaja Castle • Hofern • Military Cemetery • 
Windmill • Retz • Oberretzbach • Heiliger Stein • Hnanice 

The trail starts and finishes on the Czech side, but the majo-
rity of the route passes through the Austrian part of Podyjí. 
You will walk through the river valley below Hardegg and 
cross the Umlauf meander. You can visit Kaja Castle, a wind-
mill and the Medieval town of Retz. At the end of your wan-
dering, you will pass through extensive vineyards. You can 
take a rest at Heiliger Stein (Holy Stone) or the pilgrimage 
village of Hnanice. 
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Western Circular Trail (19 km, Difficulty 3)

Lesná • Čížovský rybník Pond • Čížov • Na Keplech • Hardegg-
ská vyhlídka Vantage Point • Hardegg • Reginafelsen • Max-
plateau • Čížov • Pašerácká stezka (Smuggler’s Path) • Obelisk 
at Ledové sluje (Ice Caves) • Vranovská brána • Lusthaus Hun-
ting Lodge • Lesná  

Circular trail with demanding ascents, which presents the 
wild landscape of the western part of Podyjí NP. On your hike 
you will visit the small town of Hardegg with its attractive 
vantage points, as well as the Smuggler’s Path winding high 
above the deep Dyje valley.  

Jaroslav Krejčí Trail (10 km, Difficulty 2)

Popice • Havraníky • heathlands • Judex Mill • Papírna (Pa-
permill) • Dyje valley • Nová cesta (New Trail) • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice

This trail will introduce you to both faces of the eastern part 
of the NP. Visit the sun-baked Havraníky Heathland and the 
shady valley of the Dyje river downstream of Devět mlýnů.    

1 A friendly meeting with the Dyje river
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Trip to Nový Hrádek Castle  
(8 km, Difficulty 1) 

Podmolí • Žlebský rybník Pond • Příčky • Nový Hrádek Cast- 
le • Lukov  

This trail will take you into the central part of Podyjí NP, into 
deep forests, where you will find this Medieval ruin with bre-
athtaking views into the Dyje valley where it flows around 
the Ostroh and Umlauf meanders.

Eastern Circular Trail (28km, Difficulty 3) 
Znojmo • Hradiště • Králův stolec Vantage Point • Andělský 
mlýn Mill • former Mašovice Shooting Range • Nivky • Šobes • 
Devět mlýnů • Papírna (Papermill) • Dyje valley • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice • Kraví hora • Znojmo

Full-day trip offering walkers all aspects of the nature in the 
eastern part of Podyjí NP. 
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11 The NP border is marked by signs with the Czech coat of arms
12 The First Zone is marked by red stripes and informative signs
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Dear Visitors,
Let’s set out together on our journey to Podyjí! The deep val-
ley of the elegantly meandering Dyje river, which has patient-
ly carved down into the hard crystalline rocks over thousands 
of years, awaits your visit. In the rhythm of its meanders, the 
valley turns towards all compass points and forms a varied 
mosaic of biotopes – from sub-montane forests to forest 
steppe and thermophilous oakwoods. 
 You will travel through a landscape where you will experi-
ence feelings of harmony with nature and the touch of peace 
and tranquillity. Maybe you will reach the landscape of your 
soul, as walking and solitude can help you to find your inner 
self. In this leaflet we offer you the most interesting walking 
routes in the Podyjí/Thayatal National Parks. Although Pody-
jí is the smallest national park in the Czech Republic, it has 
plenty to offer. There are 76 km of walking trails on the Czech 
side and 21 km on the Austrian side. 
 The trails are designed to allow tourists to experience the 
nature in this bilateral protected area on the Dyje river, but 
also pleasant cultural landscapes, historical monuments, 
picturesque towns and villages in the borderlands of Zno-
jemsko and Retzerland. 
 Every trail is marked with its name, length and level of dif-
ficulty. Difficulty 1 trails are suitable for seniors and families 
with small children; Difficulty 2 indicates half-day walks of 
medium difficulty; Difficulty 3 trails are demanding trails for 
tourists who want to spend all day in Podyjí.  
 This publication does not intend to, and cannot replace 
a quality tourist map or guidebook, which more demanding 
tourists can also buy. 
 We wish you luck in choosing your trail, beautiful weather, 
a pleasant stay in the national park and a safe return. 

Charles Sealsfield Trail (13 km, Difficulty 2)

Znojmo • Znojmo Reservoir • Trauznitz Valley • Sealsfieldův 
kámen Vantage Point • Popice • Konice • Kraví hora Heath-
land • Znojmo   

This reopened trail above Znojmo Reservoir takes you to the 
popular vantage point high above the Dyje river. The return 
journey leads across the Kraví hora Heath with its panoramic 
views of Znojmo’s Medieval silhouette.   

Králův stolec Circular Trail  
(10 km, Difficulty 1)

Znojmo • Hradiště • Králův stolec Vantage Point • Kočičí údo-
lí • Vlčí jáma • Hradiště Terraces • Hradiště • Znojmo     

This popular half-day walk to the Králův stolec Vantage Po-
int, which was built in 1922 above the flooded Trauznitz Mill, 
the ground plan of which can still be seen today when the 
water level is low. 



 Do not pick any plants or fruits, do not disturb the animals 
» only take views of plants and animals away in your he-
arts. 

 Camping, bivouacking and starting fires on the NP territo-
ry are forbidden » every civilised visitor knows that he is 
only a guest in the nature of the NP. Only the animals and 
plants have the right of residence here. Therefore, please 
respect their natural environment, which is endangered 
by our civilisation. 

We request that visitors to Podyjí NP accept the restric-
tions arising from the visitor regulations as their small 
sacrifice, in order to protect the wonderful nature in 
Podyjí.

We thank you and wish you many unforgettable experiences 
in the landscape of the two national parks. 
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Podyjí National Park Administration
Na Vyhlídce 5, 669 01 Znojmo
tel.: +420 515 226 722, e-mail: info@nppodyji.cz
www.nppodyji.cz

Podyjí National Park Visitor Centre
Čížov 176, 671 02 Šumná
tel.: +420 515 291 630, e-mail: infocentrum@nppodyji.cz

Nationalpark Thayatal
Nationalparkhaus,  A-2082 Hardegg
tel.: +43 2949 7005, e-mail: office@np-thayatal.at
www.np-thayatal.at
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Information System  

You will find 26 wooden information panels of the Terrain 
Information System at the most interesting localities in the 
NP. Further information can be obtained at the Podyjí NP Vi-
sitor’s Centre in Čížov and the Thayatal NP Nationalparkhaus 
on the edge of the forest by the road leading to Hardegg.  

Nature Protection  
and Visitor Regulations 

In order to protect the nature in the NP, visitors must accept 
certain rules of behaviour, which are set out in the visitor re-
gulations. The following limitations are enforced in the who-
le of Podyjí NP:
 Walking in the Podyjí NP First Zone is only permitted on 

marked hiking trails » directed visitor movement is an 
agreement, which helps to protect nature.    

 Hiking trails are marked in red, blue, green or yellow on 
a white background » do not walk on marked cycling trails 
for your own personal safety.  

 Behave in a quiet and considerate manner » only then will 
you have the chance to see shy animals and birds.

 Do not leave litter » please take your waste with you and 
dispose of it in designated places. 
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 Do not pick any plants or fruits, do not disturb the animals 
» only take views of plants and animals away in your he-
arts. 

 Camping, bivouacking and starting fires on the NP territo-
ry are forbidden » every civilised visitor knows that he is 
only a guest in the nature of the NP. Only the animals and 
plants have the right of residence here. Therefore, please 
respect their natural environment, which is endangered 
by our civilisation. 

We request that visitors to Podyjí NP accept the restric-
tions arising from the visitor regulations as their small 
sacrifice, in order to protect the wonderful nature in 
Podyjí.

We thank you and wish you many unforgettable experiences 
in the landscape of the two national parks. 

WALKING
 IN Podyjí/ThAyATAL

NATIoNAL PArK

8 tips for walking trips
Map of the territory

Nature protection
General information
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Podyjí National Park Administration
Na Vyhlídce 5, 669 01 Znojmo
tel.: +420 515 226 722, e-mail: info@nppodyji.cz
www.nppodyji.cz

Podyjí National Park Visitor Centre
Čížov 176, 671 02 Šumná
tel.: +420 515 291 630, e-mail: infocentrum@nppodyji.cz

Nationalpark Thayatal
Nationalparkhaus,  A-2082 Hardegg
tel.: +43 2949 7005, e-mail: office@np-thayatal.at
www.np-thayatal.at
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Walking routes in Podyjí/Thayatal National Park

13  Podyjí National Park Administration Visitor´s Centre in Čížov
14 Thayatal Nationalparkhaus near Hardegg
15 Trail markings for walkers
16 Hungarian Iris
17 Hoopoe

Information System  

You will find 26 wooden information panels of the Terrain 
Information System at the most interesting localities in the 
NP. Further information can be obtained at the Podyjí NP Vi-
sitor’s Centre in Čížov and the Thayatal NP Nationalparkhaus 
on the edge of the forest by the road leading to Hardegg.  
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